Introducing

**Education Research Complete™** The definitive online resource for education research...

- The definitive online resource for education research
- 1,523 journals indexed and abstracted
- Offers the world's largest collection of full-text education journals
- 750 total full-text journals, including 653 active titles
- 100+ full-text books & monographs
- Full-text conference papers
- Education Thesaurus

Learn more about this and other products at [www.ebscohost.com](http://www.ebscohost.com)

Contact EBSCO for a Free Trial
E-mail: information@epnet.com or call 1-800-653-2726
IN THIS EVER-CHANGING INDUSTRY...

CLARITY IS CRUCIAL.

www.blackwell.com

Empowering libraries with innovative solutions for streamlining their workflows.

When you consider...
• Our new web-based collection management tools
• Dependable quality on shelf-ready services
• And the fastest order turn-around times in company history

It's all very clear...

BLACKWELL'S
BOOK SERVICES
Easily create reports to analyze and understand:
- your library’s serials collection
- serials holdings across your consortium
- aggregated databases
- details for serials publishers

With critical information about serials worldwide!

Backed by Ulrichswesb.com™
Ulrich’s Serials Analysis System’s wide range of evaluative reports is backed by Ulrichswesb.com—the authoritative, global database of serials titles, publisher information, and electronic journal availability data.

Your subscription to Ulrich’s Serials Analysis System includes unlimited site-wide access to Ulrichswesb.com.

A valuable tool for researchers and faculty, too!

For a complimentary report evaluating your serials collection, contact:

sales@csa.com

Additional information available at info.csa.com/ulrichsupport
www.ascelibrary.org

your source for civil engineering

ASCE Online Research Library
30 Journals | 90 Proceedings | 34,000 Articles | 300,000 Pages

- **Online Conference Proceedings** – Includes over 9,500 papers from more than 90 civil engineering-related volumes plus all new proceedings published in 2007.

  *Proceedings Special Trial Offer – FREE for 60 days – No Strings*
  Contact ASCE at 1-800-548-2723, 1-703-295-6300 or e-mail marketing@asce.org

- **14-Year Online Journal Archive** – 1993 to the present. In our continuing effort to digitize ASCE back issues, both the complete 1993 and 1994 volumes – including more than 3,300 articles – were added to www.ascelibrary.org.

- **Fully COUNTER Release 2-Compliant Usage Statistics.**
  Visit www.scitationreports.org to view monthly reports.

- **Consortia Licensing Available** – License the core collection of civil engineering journals in the field. Contact marketing@asce.org
The Comprehensive Cancer Collection.

From AACR


Cancer Research – spanning the entire field, the most frequently cited cancer journal in the world. 108,146 cites in 2005.
Impact Factor 7.616

Clinical Cancer Research – clinical and translational research bridging the laboratory and the clinic.
Impact Factor 5.715

Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention – multidisciplinary research in populations.
Impact Factor 4.460

Molecular Cancer Therapeutics – targets, therapeutics and drug development.
Impact Factor 5.171

Impact Factor 5.417

The five AACR journals cover the spectrum of cancer research with breadth, depth, and, above all, quality. In 2006, the journals included over 3,400 peer-reviewed articles from molecular to population-based research.

Print Options
(Limited online access)

• Five-Journal Suite: deeply discounted rate
• Combo Package: our two twice-monthly journals, Cancer Research and Clinical Cancer Research
• Individual: monthly journals at standard institutional rate

Subscribe Today!
American Association for Cancer Research
615 Chestnut Street, 17th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19106

For Member Subscriptions:
(215) 440-9300 or dues@aacr.org

For Non-member and Institutional Subscriptions:
U.S.A.–(860) 350-0041 or turpinna@turpin-distribution.com
International–(44) 1767-604951 or custserv@turpin-distribution.com

For Site Licenses:
Contact Robert Bergiven
Phone: (267) 646-0679
Email: sitelicence@aacr.org

Site License Options
(Single-site, Multi-site, Consortia)

AACR’s Site License provides “24/7” access to our journals, so your research community is no longer limited by time or restricted by location.

Online Back Issues Archive for all five AACR journals available FREE. Complete back issues of Cancer Research (to 1941) will be available by the end of 2007.

Cover-To-Cover online includes complete access to front and back matter, including masthead pages, announcements and advertisements.

Usage Data for all AACR journals are fully COUNTER compliant. When available, AACR journals will support the SUSHI protocol to deliver usage data to a single repository for each library subscriber.

RSS feeds deliver the latest research in the AACR collection.

www.aacrjournals.org

American Association for Cancer Research

CENTENNIAL
1907 - 2007
Online Access to Multidisciplinary OSA Journals

With Optics InfoBase, your patrons have easy access to a comprehensive, highly-regarded database that covers many scientific disciplines including physics, engineering, biology, biomedicine, chemistry, psychology, as well as optics and photonics.


NEW—Applied Spectroscopy, Chinese Optics Letters, Virtual Journal for Biomedical Optics, and meeting digests and proceeding volumes (TOPS) are now included.

www.opticsinfobase.org
Questions/consortia quotes: atourt@osa.org
Learning Has No Boundaries

You know your students need IEEE information. Now they can have it. And you can afford it.

IEEE recognizes the special needs of smaller colleges, and wants students to have access to the information that will put them on the path to career success. Now, smaller colleges can subscribe to the same IEEE collections that large universities receive, but at a lower price, based on your full-time enrollment and degree programs.

Find out more—visit www.ieee.org/learning
PsychiatryOnline.com allows your students, faculty, residents, and clinicians to access this critical information from one single search interface anytime, anywhere.

- Unlimited remote access for authorized users allows an increase in usage of your reference collection. Users have quick, easy, around the clock access to the full text of these leading reference books and journals.
- A fully-hosted service with no special software needed means no librarian maintenance.
- Search each book and journal as a stand-alone reference or through an integrated platform.
- Unlimited download of any book section to PDA provides your users with on-the-go access to key information.
- COUNTER-compliant usage statistics are available online at your convenience.
- Sophisticated semantic indexing and a thesaurus based on the National Library of Medicine's Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) yield more relevant hits and direct users to related content from wherever they are in the site.

- Library branding and in-library promotion materials are available to promote PsychiatryOnline.com resources to your user community.
- Technical and customer support ensures that you get the assistance you need to keep things running smoothly.

Get the tools your users need to conduct psychiatric research quickly, easily, and efficiently with PsychiatryOnline.com.

Demonstrate the value of PsychiatryOnline.com to your user community at no risk. For a free 30-day institutional trial, visit www.PsychiatryOnline.com/freetrials. Please enter priority code AP601 when completing your request.

For more information on PsychiatryOnline.com or a subscription rate quote for your institution, call 800-368-5777 ext. 8538 or 703-907-8538 or email institutions@psych.org.
The Encyclopedia of Popular Music
Fourth Edition
10-Volume Set
Edited by Colin Larkin

"It is fun and informative, and
essential for any library that
serves readers interested in
popular music."
—Choice

"Any library...should have this
resource in its collection on music
and popular culture."
—Booklist

The Encyclopedia of Popular Music covers all of
popular music from 1900 up to the present—from
ragtime to rap. Including folk, blues, jazz, rock,
heavy metal, techno, and hip-hop, the Encyclopedia
is exhaustive, meticulous, and authoritative.
Larkin's crisp style and open-minded perspective
have paired together to create a reliable resource,
as well a good read. A must-have for every music
know-it-all, the Encyclopedia is the perfect combi-
nation authoritative scholarship and just plain fun.

October 2006 • 0-19-531373-9 • 978-0-19-531373-4
$995.00 until 12/31/2006, $1,295.00 thereafter

• Includes 50% more
material with over
27,000 total entries and
over 6,000 new entries

• 10 volumes arranged alphabetically
• Contains a song index listing of all
songs mentioned throughout the text

Online Edition Coming in 2007! — A stand-alone online product that will be
fully interactive with content in Grove Music Online and more!

The Oxford
W. E. B. Du Bois
19-Volume Set
Edited by Henry Louis
Gates, Jr., Harvard
University

Bringing together all of Du
Bois's books, each work in this
set is introduced with a brief
essay by an eminent scholar
and each volume includes a
general series introduction
from Henry Louis Gates, Jr.,
the series editor.

January 2007 • 0-19-531180-9
978-0-19-531180-8

The Oxford
Companion to
World Exploration
2-Volume Set

Editor in Chief: David
Buisseret

Covering all aspects of global
exploration from Antarctica to
the North Pole, the Companion
examines the lives and expedi-
tions of heroic and influential
explorers. Each of the 800
entries is signed by a renowned
scholar, is accompanied by a bibliography, and is cross-
referenced to other useful points within the text.

December 2006 • 0-19-514922-6 • 978-0-19-514922-7
$175.00 until 1/31/2007, $250.00 thereafter

Coming to the Oxford Digital
Reference Shelf in Spring 2007!
The Grove Encyclopedia of Decorative Arts
2-Volume Set
Edited by Gordon Campbell, University of Leicester
Covering thousands of years of decorative arts production throughout western and non-western cultures, this two-volume set contains hundred of entries on artists, craftsmen, designers, art forms, and styles. Enriched by more than 600 illustrations and dozens of color photographs, this reference is essential for any collector, curator, or scholar interested in this rich and varied field.
October 2006 • 0-19-518978-5 • 978-0-19-518948-5
$195.00 until 11/30/2006, $250.00 thereafter

Atlas of the World
Thirteenth Edition
Thoroughly updated to reflect the changing world around us, the Atlas of the World, Thirteenth Edition boasts not only the most current cartography, but the most up-to-date information on population figures for major world cities, climate statistics, plate tectonics, and global conflicts.
October 2006 • 0-19-531321-5 • 978-0-19-531321-5 • $80.00

The Oxford Companion to Food
Second Edition
Alan Davidson
Edited by Tom Jaine
A unique combination of serious food history, culinary expertise, and entertaining serendipity, The Oxford Companion to Food, Second Edition is updated and expanded to keep pace with this rapidly changing subject. This beautifully illustrated new edition of the international bestseller is a must for anyone interested in food studies.
October 2006 • 0-19-280681-5 • 978-0-19-280681-9 • $65.00

The Oxford Companion to Wine
Third Edition
Edited by Jancis Robinson
Exhaustively updated, this third edition incorporates the very latest international research to present almost 400 new entries. Illustrated with maps of every important wine region in the world, useful charts and diagrams, and stunning color photography, this is a perfect point of reference for any wine-lover.
October 2006 • 0-19-860990-6 • 978-0-19-860990-2 • $65.00

Coming to the Oxford Digital Reference Shelf in Fall 2006
and to Grove Art Online in 2007!
Bestselling Titles from SAGE Reference!

Encyclopedia of Anthropology
Library Journal Best Reference 2005
Edited by
H. James Birx, Canisius College, SUNY Geneseo
Forward by Birute Mary F. Galdauskas
FIVE-VOLUME SET

"No general, multi-volume encyclopedia has offered a broad overview of the subject...there has been nothing quite like this new Encyclopedia of Anthropology from SAGE...The volumes are beautiful and a pleasure to use and read...This source has no peer or competition that can be readily found. All academic and large public libraries with an interest in anthropology should buy it."

—BOOKLIST

"Thorough coverage is given to a wide range of topics in physical anthropology, archaeology, cultural anthropology, anthropological linguistics, and applied anthropology. More than 250 respected anthropologists and scholars have contributed over 1000 A-to-Z articles...This balanced and user-friendly resource will be a good starting point for basic anthropological research. Highly recommended for academic libraries with anthropology collections and large public libraries where there is interest in anthroopology."

—LIBRARY JOURNAL

"SAGE Reference delivers a unique five-volume set with its recent publication of the Encyclopedia of Anthropology. This is the first encyclopedic work that attempts to represent and integrate the various and diverse areas of physical/biological anthropology, archaeology, cultural/social anthropology, linguistics, and applied anthropology. This is a tall order but this set does an admirable job."

—AGAINST THE GRAIN

2005, 3000 pages

SAGE Reference
Authoritative | Award-Winning | Available Online

Encyclopedia of WAR & American Society
THREE-VOLUME SET

"While librarians have numerous choices for materials covering warfare and society, there are not as many that cover war and its impact on society as broadly or as well as Kursten's. If a library is looking to add to its coverage of war and their impact or fill a gap, this is an excellent choice. The primary documents and the work's breadth will ensure that a variety of readers find it useful and engaging."

—LIBRARY JOURNAL

"Editor Kursten, four associate editors, and 153 other expert contributors have produced an excellent reference work...Entries are well written and easy to read, and each includes a selected bibliography, suggestions for further reading, and a list of related entries within the set."

—BOOKLIST

"This new illustrated history reference work focuses on the past 100 years, since that is the period for wars that have most shaped the present environment in the US. The 520 signed entries from 150 expert contributors are arranged in an A-to-Z format, and cover important individuals, events, books, stories, organizations, themes, and conflicts."

—CHOICE

2005, 1400 pages

SAGE Publications
USA, UK & India www.sagepublications.com
The Institution of Engineering and Technology

IET Digital Library

www.ietdl.org

Staying informed about cutting edge research has never been easier!

The best in science, engineering and technology research.

Access to the IET Digital Library will keep you at the forefront of international developments in science, engineering and technology.

The IET Digital Library contains all IET journals, magazines, conference proceedings and seminar digests, encompassing a wide range of essential research information in many areas of science and technology, including: communications, computing, control, electronics & electrical engineering, information technology, life science technology, materials science, power & energy, radar, and more.

Users can expect all the functionality of an advanced online platform, plus extra features to aid research and communication. In addition to outstanding search capability, users can take advantage of personalization and share functionalities across all content or individual subject collections.

New Journals for 2006!

Micro and Nano Letters

IEE Proceedings Information Security

IEE Proceedings Intelligent Transport Systems

www.ietdl.org

Questions? Call 1-866-905-5900 (US & Canada only) or +1-732-321-5575 • Email: iet@inspecinc.com
Providing for the needs of researchers

An innovator in the information field for more than 30 years, CSA equips customers with analysis, evaluation, and reporting tools in addition to searching solutions.

More than you think...

- **MultiSearch** – the federated search solution powered by CSA Illumina
- **COS Funding Opportunities”** – the largest, most comprehensive database of available funding
- **Community of Scholars”** – keyword access to the community behind the content
- **Ulrich’s** – providing analysis, access, and comprehensive information on serials published throughout the world

Better than before...

- **CSA Illumina** – powerful, intuitive platform providing access to more than 100 full-text and A&I resources

New databases available include:

- **CINDAS Thermophysical Properties of Matter Database**
- **CINDAS Microelectronics Packaging Materials Database**
- **Environmental Impact Statements: Full-Text & Digests**

Discover CSA at [www.csa.com](http://www.csa.com)
New ONLINE Products from CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS!

Introducing a comprehensive electronic database offering a wealth of biographical and critical information on more than 650 British women writers...

Winner of the 2006 Award for Outstanding Achievement for Computing in the Arts and Humanities from the Society for Digital Humanities!

ORLANDO
Women's Writing in the British Isles from the Beginnings to the Present
Project Editors: Susan Brown, Patricia Clements, and Isobel Grundy

FREE TRIALS AVAILABLE!
To sign up or for more information, please write us at ORLANDO@CAMBRIDGE.ORG

"This ultimate statistical source on numerical U.S. history has been 30 years overdue for an overhaul; now, finally, the best is even better."
— Library Journal, starred review

"A gold mine for scholars, students and assorted nerds and numbers crunchers..."
— The New York times

HISTORICAL STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES
Millennial Edition
Edited by Susan B. Carter, Scott Sigmund Gartner, Michael R. Haines, Alan L. Olmstead, Richard Sutch, and Gavin Wright

FREE TRIALS AVAILABLE!
To sign up or for more information, please write us at HSUS@CAMBRIDGE.ORG

And announcing...

CAMBRIDGE COMPANIONS ONLINE
The Literature and Classics Companions Collection
The Philosophy, Religion and Culture Companions Collection
The Complete Companions Collection

FREE TRIALS AVAILABLE!
To sign up or for more information, please write us at CCOL@CAMBRIDGE.ORG

For more information, please visit us at www.cambridge.org/us or call toll-free at 1-800-872-7423
2007 subscription rates now available!

**jbc:** most cited
- **Website:** www.jbc.org
- #1 most cited biomedical research journal
- **Publisher:** ASBMB
- **Issuance:** 52 times a year
- **Available Media:** Print & Online
- **FREE access to back-issues starting from October 1905**

**mcp:** high impact
- **Website:** www.mcponline.org
- #1 impact factor in Proteomics
- **Publisher:** ASBMB
- **Issuance:** 12 times a year
- **Available media:** Print & Online
- **FREE access to back-issues starting from January 2002**

**jlr:** key resource
- **Website:** www.jlr.org
- #1 impact factor in Lipids & Lipoproteins
- **Publisher:** ASBMB
- **Issuance:** 12 times a year
- **Available media:** Print & Online
- **FREE access to back-issues starting from October 1959**

Please visit: [www.asbmb.org/publications](http://www.asbmb.org/publications)
Recognize

Encourage

Enrich

The Elsevier Foundation sponsors programs to advance scientific, technical and medical knowledge. We are committed to working together with the communities we serve to enrich and improve the quality of life for people worldwide.

THE ELSEVIER FOUNDATION

To learn more about grants and programs visit www.elsevierfoundation.org
Do most online subscription management systems leave you underwhelmed?

We can help.

When you and your staff use the newly redesigned EBSCONET® Subscription Management System, you'll find a cleaner interface, improved navigation, 17 languages in which to work and an impressively expanded range of functionalities.

Extensive search capabilities, filtering and sorting options provide faster-than-ever access to needed information about your electronic and print serials collection. And EBSCONET now includes comprehensive title/publisher information to help you access and register your electronic journals as well as data on publisher packages, alternative formats available and much more.

The new EBSCONET — our latest service innovation to improve subscription management for your library. Contact your local EBSCO sales representative today.

www.ebsco.com

CUSTOMER FOCUSED CONTENT DRIVEN
The Journal Publishing Program of the American Physiological Society (APS) covers the entire spectrum of physiology—examining major physiological systems, from the cellular and molecular to the organ and system level. These prestigious peer-reviewed journals are available in print and online. An online subscription to the APS journals provides you with immediate access to the latest issue of the journal as well as with continued access to all content published previously online. Subscribers to the online journals also get access to the fastest possible publication of original research articles through our Articles in Press feature—articles published in manuscript form within a few days of acceptance. The APS journal titles are

- American Journal of Physiology (AJP consolidated)
  - AJP-Cell Physiology
  - AJP-Endocrinology and Metabolism
  - AJP-Gastrointestinal and Liver Physiology
  - AJP-Lung Cellular and Molecular Physiology
  - AJP-Heart and Circulatory Physiology
  - AJP-Regulatory, Integrative and Comparative Physiology
  - AJP Renal Physiology
- Journal of Applied Physiology
- Journal of Neurophysiology
- Physiological Genomics
- Physiological Reviews
- Physiology (formerly News in Physiological Sciences)
- Advances in Physiology Education

The APS Journal Legacy Content

One-Time Fee of $2,000
Saves 200 Linear Feet of shelf space!

The APS Journal Legacy Content is an “online package” of over 100 years of historical scientific research from the American Physiological Society’s (APS) 14 research journals that can be purchased separately at a one-time charge for perpetual use. It is not sold as a subscription; instead, you pay once ($2,000) for the perpetual access to the online content from all APS journals from 1896 to 1996-1998 (depending on the journal). This content goes back to the first issue of each of the APS journals—including APS’s first journal, the American Journal of Physiology, first published in 1896. The Legacy Content can be viewed as completely searchable scanned images of the printed pages. (Find more info at: www.the-aps.org/publications/legacy)

American Physiological Society
9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20814-3591 (USA)
Tel: (301) 634-7180 • Fax: (301) 634-7241 • E-mail: subscription@the-aps.org • Web: www.the-aps.org
In keeping with our core commitment as a full-service monographs vendor, YBP is utilizing our extensive network of publisher contacts to provide customers with the opportunity for eReference and eSeries order consolidation. Publishers are offering print and electronic versions separately, and YBP is prepared to work with libraries that are ready to add or switch formats.

Services Include:

- >> Mediation of license and pricing queries.
- >> Confirmation and activation of new titles.
- >> Invoicing for both the initial purchase and subsequent annual renewals.
- >> Duplication management.
- >> Coordination with print acquisitions.

Staying with our customers every step of the way.

www.ybp.com/ereference/

YBP Library Services
A Baker & Taylor Company
(800) 258-3774
WHY
HANDMADE IS BETTER

Especially When It Comes To Bookselling

We believe in a handmade approach to bookselling. It's an attitude that puts you first. Each order is crafted to make sure it responds exactly to your specifications. Need a Standing or Continuation order for an unusual title? We'll build a solution that guarantees you will remain up-to-date. Have Reserve Rush orders every semester? We'll take all your orders and make sure the books are in your library before the first student approaches the desk.

Handmade means it's not about us; it's all about you: your budget, your resources, your time. Tired of placing a lot of orders directly because your jobber can't or won't supply them? We never decline an order. Frustrated with turn-around times and endless claims? Our cycle time will cut your claims dramatically. We apply a ruthless approach to orders that turns around over 95% in fourteen working days. You may never claim another order.

If you want to experience our handmade approach, or just want to know more, call John Perry Smith at (800) 876-4636. He'll be glad to discuss how we can handcraft a plan for your library. Or visit us online at www.totalinformation.com.
New in 2007...

Journal of Medical Devices

Focusing on applied research and the development of new medical devices or instrumentation, this new journal presents papers on devices that improve diagnostic interventional and therapeutic treatments. It provides special coverage of novel devices that allow new surgical strategies, new methods of drug delivery, or possible reductions in the complexity, cost, or adverse results of health care. The Design Innovation category features papers focusing on novel devices, including some with limited clinical or engineering results. The Medical Device News section provides coverage of advances, trends, and events.

Please direct orders, queries, and requests for sample copies to:

ASME Information Central
22 Law Drive, Box 2900
Fairfield, NJ 07007-2900

Toll Free Phone: 800-843-2763 (US and Canada)
001-800-843-2763 (Mexico)
Phone: 973-882-1167
Fax: 973-882-1717 or 973-882-5155
Email: Infocentral@asme.org

Publisher: ASME

Frequency: Quarterly (March, June, September, December)

Subscription Rates:
$360, North America; $395, International
Subscription includes print and online editions.

Papers are invited for submission to the journal in the following categories:

- New medical sensors/actuators
- Orthopedic devices
- Cardiovascular devices
- Rehabilitation devices
- Neurological devices
- Bioheat transfer devices
- Medical instrumentation
- Image guided intervention/treatment
- Endoscopic/laparoscopic devices
- Minimally invasive devices
- Human performance/force assessment
- Tissue engineered devices
- Drug/cell deliver systems
- Medical robotics
- Medical device design processes
- Medical device manufacturing
- Human factors in medical devices

Visit www.asme.org or call 800-843-2763

Full contents at http://scitation.aip.org/ASMEJournals/MedicalDevices
- an outstanding new online reference work from one of the world's leading experts

**Professor Sir Michael J Berridge**
(Cambridge)
Shaw Laureate in Life Science and Medicine 2005

This major new contribution to the field of cell signalling biology provides researchers, teachers and students alike with an essential online resource. Emerging information on cell signalling pathways is integrated and presented within the context of specific cell types and processes.

- Anytime start 12 month subscription
- Annual updates
- Single-site, multi-site and consortia licences available
- COUNTER-compliant usage statistics
- Use in course packs, E-Reserves and VLE's permitted
- Institutional subscription only US$285

Visit [www.cellsignallingbiology.org](http://www.cellsignallingbiology.org)
INTRODUCING...

History Reference Online — ABC-CLIO’s award-winning reference titles, available in a single collection

HIGHLIGHTS

• **Currency**: 85% of titles making up the initial collection have been published since 2000

• **Size**: With an initial launch of 339 titles, the large collection includes many multivolume encyclopedias

• **Growth**: Growing rapidly at a pace of over 50 titles a year, there will be 45% growth in the number of titles added to the collection in the next two years

• **Reference**: Consisting of highly used reference titles

Available in a single broad collection of encyclopedias, handbooks, dictionaries, and guides, **History Reference Online** forms a perfect history collection for academic libraries.

**Annual Subscription Available Now**

The scope of topics covered in this database includes:

- American and world history
- World and U.S. issues
- Social and cultural history
- Political and military history
- History of science, technology, and environment
- Geography
- Folklore
- Mythology
- History of religion

With an initial launch of 339 titles, this ever-growing collection increases in volume quarterly—over 160 titles will be added over the next two years, totaling 210 volumes, and over 50 new titles will be added each year thereafter. As your library builds an award-winning history collection, your patrons are guaranteed contextually relevant history reference material and ever-increasing depth of coverage.

For a free 30-day preview, please visit www.abc-clio.com/HRO_preview

ABC-CLIO

HISTORY DEFINED • WWW.ABC-CLIO.COM • 800.368.6868
Fresh Content
Sliced Any Way You Like It

Wiley InterScience® OnlineBooks™

Content
Over 1500 Wiley book titles across science, technology, medicine, business, and finance

Access
One-time fee or subscription by title or pay-as-you-go by chapter

Capabilities
Search at the chapter level
Full text presented in PDF format
Citation download feature
COUNTER-compliant usage statistics

Satisfy your library's evolving research needs and budget with a customized blend of new content and subscription options at Wiley InterScience® OnlineBooks™. Pick and choose from a growing selection of over 1500 Wiley titles available online via Wiley InterScience to create a dynamic electronic back collection. Select from our new flexible purchasing models — one-time fee, subscription, or pay-as-you-go. Add books as you need them from our distinguished roster of classic and cutting-edge titles. Whichever combination you select, enjoy unlimited concurrent access to content across the spectrum of science, medicine, technology, business, and finance.

www.interscience.wiley.com/onlinebooks
You May Think You Know Annual Reviews...

...But It's Time You Had Another Look

Annual Reviews is a nonprofit organization dedicated to helping scientists the world over cope with the ever-increasing volume of scientific research and data in a growing number of disciplines by bringing them the best in comprehensive and affordable scientific review literature.

But Annual Reviews publications aren't just the hardbound books you recognize from your shelves. Since we began publishing in 1932, we've become so much more, and offer:

The Latest Developments in Science from the Premier Names in Science
Each year, our distinguished researchers and editors critically review, synthesize, and filter the vast amount of primary research in specific disciplines to guide your patrons to the principal contributions of the field and stay up to date in their area of research.

The Logical Starting Point for Researchers • The Latest Developments in Science from the Premier Names in Science • A License For Every Institution • The Highest ISI® Rankings and Lasting Value • Over 70 Years of Annual Reviews Content with the Annual Reviews Electronic Back Volume Collection • Reviews in Advance (RIA) • Robust Online Access • An Enhanced Product at a Low Price • Powerful Administrator Tools for Librarians • Extensive Back Volume Availability

VISIT ANNUAL REVIEWS TO SEE WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING
http://arjournals.annualreviews.org

ANNUAL REVIEWS
A Nonprofit Scientific Publisher
Call Toll Free (US/Canada): 800.523.8635 or Worldwide: 650.493.4400
Email: sitelicense@annualreviews.org | www.annualreviews.org/go/atg2
SERVICES

HARRASSWITZ

HARRASSWITZ is a book and serial vendor for the academic and research library community, specializing in the distribution of scholarly books, periodicals, e-resources, and music scores. HARRASSWITZ offers the following products and services:

Subscriptions
Print and electronic journals published anywhere in the world in all subject areas and all languages

Standing Orders
Monographic series and works in parts in all formats and all languages

Monographs
Published throughout Europe in all formats and all languages

Approval Plans
Customized profiles for approval plans and form selection programs for books and music scores

Music Scores
Music scores published in all of Europe, the Middle East, the Far East, and Oceania

Electronic Data Exchange
Exchange of electronic orders, claims and invoices with library management systems

HERMIS
HARRASSWITZ Electronic Resources Management and Information Solutions for academic and research libraries

OttoSerials
Online management of periodical subscriptions and standing orders

OttoEditions
Online management of monographic orders and approval plans

Publisher Services
Promotion and supply of materials to academic and research libraries

Customer Service
Available from the North American Service Office from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. Central Time

For more information contact:

HARRASSWITZ
Booksellers & Subscription Agents
65174 Wiesbaden
Germany

Email: service@harrasswitz.de
Web: www.harrasswitz.de
Toll-free (800) 348-6886
(USA/Canada)
Physics Today...

...and Yesterday

Coming in 2007:
The Physics Today online archive – available to institutions for the first time.

See what AIP can do for you right now

AIP Conference Proceedings Subseries Now Available Online
Previously available only as print standing orders, seven AIP Conference Proceedings subseries will now be available as separate online-only subscriptions. Each series includes all volumes from 2001 to the present.

AIP's Scitation Usage Reports Service is Now COUNTER Release 2-compliant
Visit scitationreports.org to view monthly reports for your library. Reports are available for the following Scitation-hosted publishers: AIP, AAPT, APS, ASCE, ASME, AWS, EERI, ICDD, LTA, ECS, IEE, SID, SOR, SEG, and SPIE.

Author Select - AIP's New Open Access Publishing Option
AIP now offers Author Select to contributors to all AIP journals. By supporting both publication and archiving costs through an open access fee, authors can provide free online access to their published articles, in perpetuity, to any online user.

librarians.aip.org
Psychiatry Legacy Collection

* Available for purchase Spring 2006; one-time fee buys access to entire collection in perpetuity

* Dates back to 1844 and includes The American Journal of Psychiatry, the oldest continuously published medical specialty journal in the United States

* Completes your current collection with content going back to Volume I, Issue I

* Fully searchable; high-resolution scanning of original printed pages ensures easy online reading and printing

"As psychiatrists know better than perhaps any other medical specialty, studying the past is the best way to understand the present and to change the future.

— Nancy C. Andreasen, M.D., Ph.D.
Past Editor, AJP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psychiatry Legacy Collection Journals</th>
<th>Volumes Included</th>
<th>Years Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The American Journal of Psychiatry</td>
<td>1-153</td>
<td>1844-1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Neurosciences</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>1990-1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric Services</td>
<td>1-48</td>
<td>1950-1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosomatics</td>
<td>1-38</td>
<td>1980-1997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information or a price quote for your institution call 800-368-5777 ext. 8538 or 703-907-8538 or email institutions@psych.org

AP635
COMING SOON FROM ABC-CLIO

Issues in Focus:
Understanding Controversy and Society

FALL 2006 LAUNCH!

FORTHCOMING

Go behind the headlines and beyond the opinions to gain real understanding of today's most pressing social issues with Issues in Focus: Understanding Controversy and Society, an innovative subscription database from ABC-CLIO.

ABC-CLIO is pleased to announce the pending release of a new database that will offer context, perspectives, scholarship, and deep reference content on the most enduring issues of the day. Produced in conjunction with leading scholars and educators, Issues in Focus will go beyond facts and figures to help your patrons develop a true understanding of how society shapes and is shaped by controversy.

SUBSCRIPTION: ISBN 1-59884-047-9, call for pricing

SIGN UP TODAY FOR A FREE TRIAL
WWW.ABC-CLIO.COM/ISSUESINFOCUS
Anytime Access

Crash through information barriers, cut through time zones, eliminate paper work - right from your own computer - with ANYTIME ACCESS to your order status.

The current order information available to us on our computer network is now available to you through:

thebookhouse.com

Virtually any order action can be made online - inquiries, claims, cancellations, order verification - right at your fingertips - ANYTIME, DAY OR NIGHT.

- now with "view only" options
- including standing orders with recent shipment history

Contact us today for ANYTIME ACCESS to all of your Book House, Inc. firm and standing orders.

Since 1962
Phone: (800) 248-1146
Fax: (800) 858-9716
e-mail: bhinfo@thebookhouse.com

Jobbers serving libraries with any book in print.
"I think I've finally gotten the serials list back into shape."

"How about the standing orders?"

"They've always been with Midwest. Never had a problem there!"

For over forty years, Midwest Library Service has been quietly relieving librarians of the problems often associated with book and standing order purchasing.

Our Continuation & Standing Order Service is based on intensive, personal contact with thousands of publishers to ensure prompt and complete fulfillment on series, sets, annuals, yearbooks, and proceedings. It is our goal to take the guesswork and anxiety out of continuations and standing order fulfillment through timely shipments and thorough reporting.

Using sophisticated tracking programs, Midwest monitors pre-publication information and shipping schedules instead of relying on publisher-based systems. We will customize the fulfillment frequencies on annuals and yearbooks on a title-by-title basis. In the case of a delayed or missing edition, we contact the publisher by telephone to ensure fulfillment. Of course, you have access to historical fill data whenever needed. And to make matters even easier for you, we will assist in the seamless transfer of standing orders placed previously with publishers or other booksellers.

In an unstable time of publisher upheavals and understaffed, harried libraries, isn't it good to have a vendor you can count on?

If you are not completely satisfied with your current vendor, look to Midwest for all your book buying needs.

For more information, contact a Standing Order specialist at 800-325-8833 or standingorders@midwestls.com.

Midwest Library Service
11443 ST. CHARLES ROCK ROAD • BRIDGETON, MISSOURI 63044-2789 • U.S.A.
www.midwestls.com
E-Mail: mail@midwestls.com